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The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 reviews and critiques 59 the approach to measuring PU as favoured by many adoption studies.
60
Section 3 re-defines usefulness and Section 4 illustrates how this allows 61 usefulness to be measured. Section 6 offers a discussion of these ideas
62
and their implications to our field. 5. Using the system would make it easier to do my job.
84
6. I would find the system useful in my job.
85
Subject responses are scored 1-7 and averaged to give that subject's 86 PU score. When measured in this way, PU generates ordinal data 87 (Michell, 2008) . Ordinal data can be ranked into an order, but the 88 size of the intervals between values are either unknown or uncertain.
89
(In fact-and in a argument that we will not get side-tracked with 90
here-item response theory assumes that ratio or interval data are 91 produced; however the arguments set out in this paper apply when
92
PU data are at least ordinal.) The mean is often used as the measure 93 of central tendency although given the type of data that are generated 94 this is inappropriate and the mode should actually be used. 
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The idea of focusing on detailed specific goals rather than on major This approach is well suited for our discipline, as our object of study- 
